KRT Coils: Perfect Spiral Energy Pumps
KRT Coils are the heart of the KRT Perfect Personal Energy System. Based on Tesla's
1894 bifilar coil patent, KRT Coils are composed of not one but two perfectly interwoven
clockwise and counterclockwise spirals that spontaneously create a scalar energy field.
These passive energy pumps add natural resonance wherever they are placed.
USER’S GUIDE
1. Chakra Activators: Stimulate the flow of natural energy to the body by placing a KRT Coil
directly on or under any chakra that needs increased flow. The KRT Coil can be placed on
the front or back of the body. The spiral may be turned up or down.
2. Clearing Blockages: In some cases, physical pain may be correlated with an energy
blockage. Hold the KRT Coil directly on the spot of an ache or pain to help clear energetic
blockages in these locations, or on the energy meridians that serve those points.
3. Energy Resonators: Increase the energetic resonance of food, beverages, crystals,
affirmations, sacred objects, and any other pattern of information. Simply put the object or
idea of interest atop the KRT Coil.
4. Pocket Dowsers: KRT Coils are directly derived from the famous KRT Perfect Spiral
Antenna, used as the reaction plate/antenna with our live-signal radionic instruments. To
dowse with a KRT Coil, simply rub a dry fingertip across the smooth surface of the coil inside
the Action Capsule while focusing on the question at hand:



A “stick” or feeling of resistance indicates a “yes”.
A smooth surface indicates a “no”.

5. Live-Signal Radionic Instruments: If you have access to a radionic instrument, KRT
Coils may be used as follows:
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Analysis: Simply drop a KRT Coil in the sample well to harmonize signal uptake.
Broadcasting: Stack one or more KRT Coils on the surface of the reaction plate/antenna
to increase coherence of the outgoing broadcast. Be sure to test for impact to
recommended broadcast times, which usually decrease with addition of the KRT Coil(s).
Potentizing: KRT Coils are made from high purity silica fiberglass and are excellent
energy imprint substrates. Place the KRT Coil in the imprinting well of your instrument
to potentize with any mix of rates, reagents, and/or frequencies. The natural pumping
action of the charged KRT Coil will deliver your favorite energy patterns wherever you
go. Clear the imprint from a KRT Coil with a magnet or by placing it in sunlight.
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Single
Three Pack (Buy 2, Get 1 Free)
Five Pack (Buy 3, Get 2 Free)
20 Pack (1 Tube)
60 Pack (Buy 2 Tubes, Get 1 Free)
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$24.99
$49.99
$74.99
$249.00
$499.00

